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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abstract: After a decade of Knowledge Management experience, impatience is everywhere.  Why is it so hard to get results?  Why does it take so long?  Is that all there is?  What’s next?  We propose two complementary paths forward and illustrate with examples from the Petroleum and Healthcare Industries.Current techniques are mature and well understood.  To lower barriers to success and accelerate business results, it is time to outsource Knowledge Management infrastructure and logistics to specialists.Current technology is low-level and domain-independent.  Achieving a new level of enterprise performance demands a new generation of technology – with onboard domain-specific knowledge. The presentation includes:The key principles and techniques of successful KM implementations that form the basis of most white papers today.  Because they are so well understood, a new “outsourcing” approach is both possible and prudent.A practical guide to KM outsourcing, with specifics regarding the evolving role of the CKO, what must be managed internally and what that should be outsourced.  For example, logistics and infrastructure can be outsourced, but not governance and knowledge creation.  We include lessons learned from IT and HR outsourcing.Discussion of the weak and domain-independent nature of current KM technology.  It understands little more about the knowledge domains to which it is applied than does an e-mail system.  We back up this statement with examples.  Illustration of new knowledge-intensive technology.  We argue that the best that KM can deliver is still ahead of us if we move away from domain-independent approaches, put knowledge back at the center of the stage and couple it with technology.  Examples include: laser targeted search; synthesis of actionable business and technical information, mined from all relevant sources; just-in-time knowledge delivery; and, real-time enterprise knowledge activity reports and analytics.Examples drawn from our Petroleum experience at Schlumberger (e.g., the widely recognized InTouch system used to support 17,000 engineers around the world) and from our Healthcare experience at Medstory (e.g., the Breast Cancer Information Exchange, that enables members of the global oncology community to find just the information they need, with unprecedented speed and accuracy).
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Road map for the presentation

• Where are we today?
• What are the problems?
• What to do next?

Outsource KM services
Add onboard domain knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a road map for the presentation. As always, the destination is the “Knowledge Powered Enterprise.” In such an organization, knowledge management is “organic.” It happens everywhere—in the background, in real time. Everyone contributes. Knowledge management processes and behavior are embedded in the workflow as part of the normal day-to-day job. Knowledge management functions are embedded in core business applications and employee productivity tools.We start with “Where are we today”? – an outline of the “generally accepted” principles and techniques of successful KM implementations that form the basis of most white papers today.We then discuss the problems. Why aren’t we overwhelmed by an avalanche of success stories across industry sectors and companies big and small? Why is it so hard to get results? Why does it take so long? Have we reached the diminishing returns tail of the curve? Is that all there is? Then we move on to “What to do next?” and propose two complementary paths forward.First, current techniques are mature and well understood. We will argue that for evolution to lowered barriers to success, accelerated business results and a larger base of organizations that achieve success, it is time to outsource Knowledge Management infrastructure and logistics.Second, current technology is weak – low-level and domain-independent. We will argue that achieving a revolution in enterprise performance demands a new generation of technology – where the key element is onboard domain-specific knowledge.Our ideas have arisen from our experience as practitioners and consultants in two principal industry sectors. First, Petroleum, where we both worked for many years with Schlumberger, now widely recognized for translating Knowledge Management into bottom-line operational results, and with its clients.Second, Healthcare, where I have worked for the past year with Medstory in biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, and with one of the world’s largest medical societies.
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Where are we today?

Technology
Trigger

Peak of
Inflated

Expectations

Trough of
Disillusionment

Slope of
Enlightenment

Plateau of
Productivity

Time

Visibility

Hype Cycle due to Gartner, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin to understand where we are today, we will highjack the “Hype Cycle”, published and updated �regularly by Gartner, Inc. for various technologies. In this diagram, “visibility” is on the vertical axis and “time” is on the horizontal.  The cycle starts with a “trigger” – usually invention of a new technology – that is expected to solve all problems known to mankind, thus quickly reaching the “peak of inflated expectations.” Of course, two things happen.  First, the new technology does not in fact solve all  problems. Second, organizations discover (over and over  again … sigh) that the new technology has little impact unless a good business model is in place and the necessary changes are made along the “process” and “people” dimensions to take advantage of the new technology. As a result, a fall into the “trough of disillusionment” is next. The press declares the whole exercise a failure and the only articles published are those ridiculing the arrogance, naiveté and general incompetence of the people involved.But still, over time the technology improves. Some organizations don’t give up and are able to make the changes necessary to achieve success – and the new approach is “reborn” as it moves up the “slope of enlightenment” to the “plateau of productivity”. Note however, that just when it is having a bottom-line business impact, it is regarded as passé – yesterday’s news – and gets little mention by the press or management pundits.The hype cycle is typically used for a technology. However, we believe the overall practice of Knowledge Management has passed through a peak of inflated expectations and a trough of disillusionment and is now reaching a plateau of productivity. Today, there is evidence of bottom-line business impact in a growing number of organizations. Indeed, several of the participants at this conference have been responsible for that success.Before going on I should re-emphasize that this curve is a “hype cycle.” The “visibility” plotted on the vertical axis is mostly related to what is written in the industry press or discussed by management pundits. It is not about large-scale visibility to knowledge workers in companies worldwide. It is not about “impact”. If it were, the “plateau of productivity” would be off-scale compared to the “peak of inflated expectations”; that is, it would make the “peak” look like an insignificant blip in the curve. 
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Generally Accepted Ideas

Gustave Flaubert
Dictionnaire des Idées Reçues
(Dictionary of Generally Accepted Ideas)
1853
– Conversation – Politics and religion must be kept out of it.

– Incompetence – Always 'utter'. The more incompetent you are, 
the more ambitious you must be.

– Innovation – Always 'dangerous'.

– The Learned – Make fun of them. All it takes to be learned is a 
good memory and hard work.

– Learning – Despise it as the sign of a narrow mind.

– Stockbrokers – All thieves.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By now, the key principles and techniques behind successful KM implementations are well understood. That is, there are “generally accepted ideas” that reflect a social consensus among KM practitioners. Ask a collection of KM-ers to each jot down a list and there is �likely to be a high degree of similarity in the results.  This is good because it gives a common vocabulary and framework for discussion and if everything works fine and there are no problems, there is no cause for concern.But is it the case? Is everything working fine? Are there no problems? Or, are we constrained by the “generally accepted ideas”? Has our thinking reached a plateau? Is that all there is?  The issue with “generally accepted ideas” is that they may also serve to suppress critical thinking. To illustrate, with tongue firmly in cheek, we adopt the style of Gustave Flaubert (Dictionnaire des Idées Reçues – Dictionary of Generally Accepted Ideas).  Flaubert, perhaps best known as the creator of Madame Bovary, was interested in the more or less automatic trains of thought inspired in normal people by everyday situations. His dictionary is a collection of platitudes – “everything one should say if one is to be considered a decent and likeable member of society” – the kind of thing you might overhear in cocktail party conversation. The slide shows some of these 19th century examples. These are accepted without proof – “everyone thinks that” – sorts of phrases.  Before discussing what’s next for Knowledge Management,  let’s ensure we are on the same page regarding the “generally accepted ideas” of our community. Next slide.Background NotesMarshall McLuhan on Flaubert, clichés and archetypes. Note that Flaubert is only mentioned in the French edition of (From Cliché to Arhetype). The rest of the passage is on p. 136 of the English edition. The work of Flaubert tries to raise the cliché to the archetypal law. Emma Bovary - "who is she" - is a victim of the sentimentality of holy pictures and postcards; Bouvard and Pécuchet are the dupes of the packaging of univeral knowledge in the form of dictionaries, common since the end of XVe century. The clichés of Flaubert are epiphanies; the simple fact of being classified alphabetically (another invisible cliché environment) automatically gives them the power to appear as prototypes. With the force of repetition, the cliché hardens and becomes breakable. At this point in time the prototype is ripe and it is enough to make break the shell (? sauter l’ écorce) of the cliché: the artist is a nut-cracker. The generally accepted idea is also a core of references which accurately reproduces the cultural prejudices of a given society. In every tongue, there is a phrase that indicates the feeling of complete knowledge or mastery of some matter while indicating the sensory bias of the whole culture. In English we may say: "I know it like the back of my hand" (visual?). In Russian they say, “I know it like the palm of my hand" (iconic tactile?). In Spanish, they say, “I know it as if I had given birth to it" (proprioceptive-visceral?). The Americans say, “I know it inside out“ (kinetic-manipulatory?). The Thailanders say, "I know it like a snake swimming in water" (the dance of thought among words?). In German they say, “I know it like the bottom of my pocket" (tactile-interface?). In French they say, “I know it au fond” (auditory-resonant?). The Japanese, masters of touch or interval, say, “I know it from head to toe". (Guille says that in Spanish he would say “I know it like the back of my hand.”) (And from the French edition again: As for the French, they use several of the expressions already quoted with however a preference for "au fond" and “à fond", phrases which imply an unusual reference to the universe of resonance more than to that of the eye which controls the greatest part of our vocabulary.) Perhaps when we say "I have it on the tip of my tongue," we mean that word or phrase is teetering between visual and audible recall. When we say "I have it at my fingertips", we indicate an immediacy and profundity of access.In mimicking the sound of a dog, the Japanese say, “Wung wung”; the Polish say, “Peef peef”; and the Americans say, “Bow wow.” The “plot slickens” as we turn to the immediate extensions of our senses. (American kids today say, “Woof woof”.  Guille says that in Spanish you say, “Guau guau.” Joyce sets up the chain of cognition and recognition itself (Finnegan’s Wake): “In the ignorance that implies impression that knits knowledge that finds the nameform that whets the wits that convey contacts that sweeten  sensation that drives desire that adheres to attachment that dogs death that bitches birth that entails the ensuance of existentiality.” (From the French edition: Thus what is called goes the "travelling fire" (feu roulant) which maintains the laughter or the impression that a force continues to operate. Thus science and literature go, but by digging the way described by the link. Any dictionary is a series of clichés that are as many images torn from the base that is the language. The words and the phrases of dictionaries, and particularly the extracts from "dictionaries of quotations“ are literally absurd, i.e. are uprooted. They are warehouses, reserves of energy stored in small packages that the reader opens by reading. These packages are misleading because as each is opened, it reveals another package, deeper and more subtle: it is not without pleasure that many people pass their lives in etymology research.“The DICTIONARY is made only for ignoramuses.“ Gustave Flaubert.)Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In’s Lily Tomlin follows this path. No one has to make sense out of Goldie Hawn. Goldie (to Jack Benny): “Don’t read the idiot card, just keep it going.”
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KM Generally Accepted Ideas

– Knowledge – A corporate asset.
– Knowledge Management – Systematic approaches to 

help information and knowledge grow and flow to the right 
people at the right time to create value.

– Knowledge-Sharing Culture – Critical for success.
– Connections – Essential (people to people, people to 

information, people to communities, …).
– People – The “Killer App”.
– Community of Practice – Fundamental building block.
– Tacit vs. Explicit Knowledge – It’s 80/20.
– Stories – The best way to convey experience.
– Lessons Learned – Not “learned” until they result in a 

change of behavior.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For purposes of this presentation, we have reduced the set of “generally accepted ideas” of KM to two slides.As you look at these nuggets of KM wisdom, presented in the style of Flaubert, ask yourself if you see any that “jar” you – or if you by and large agree with them. That is, if someone uttered one of these at a cocktail party, would he or she get nods of agreement from fellow KM practitioners or would it spark a debate?If you find some with which you disagree or if you have others in mind that you believe should be on any such list, write them down and we can discuss them later. We have left two spaces that could be filled with other ideas to round out a top-twenty list.I’m going to set aside debate on the term “knowledge management” itself … as I don’t know of a substitute phrase that has achieved general consensus.Go over the statements and say a few words about each.
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KM Generally Accepted Ideas

– KM Projects – Focus on business objectives.
– Management Support – Don’t leave home without it.
– Governance – Central KM group needed.
– Change Management – Technology won’t succeed 

without a change in work process.
– Processes – Honor all links in the Knowledge Flow Cycle.
– Technology – Merely an enabler.
– Content Management – Important, but only part of KM.
– Taxonomies – Can’t do without.
– Best Practices – The Holy Grail.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finish going over the statements. Then…Do these statements simply reflect the KM fashion of today? In general, we think not. On the whole, they are nuggets of current KM best practice. By “packaging” best practice, we make it easier to communicate, to adopt and to apply.  Unfortunately, this reassuring consensus may lead to complacency.  How many publications have you read in the past year that offer striking new insight or a sharp challenge to established ideas?  But then again, if everything is working fine and there are no problems, why worry?Is this the case? Is everything working fine? Are there no problems? Or, are we constrained by the “generally �accepted ideas”? Has our thinking reached a plateau? Is that all there is?In the remainder of this presentation we propose two complementary paths forward to the next KM best practice. 
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If it works, don’t fix it. But is it working?

• “Do It Yourself” knowledge management
– Symptom: high initiative mortality rates
– Diagnosis: knowledge about getting KM to work is also 80/20!
– Recommendation: employ experienced specialists  

• “It would be nice, but we can’t afford it”
– Symptom: disillusionment sets in when considering resources and effort
– Diagnosis: organization’s size (structure, pace of change) are barriers
– Recommendation: cut down the cost of deploying KM best practices

• “Thanks, but I can’t wait”
– Symptom: good roll-out practices perceived to take “too long”
– Diagnosis: organizations want apples, we offer them gardening manuals
– Recommendation: accelerate time to results 

• Large sectors of the economy (e.g., SMEs) are disenfranchised

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Widespread consensus on what knowledge management is and how it should be applied in the business world may suggest that “if it works don’t fix it.” However, we see indications that, in fact, it does not work everywhere and it does not always work as well as promised. Why? A number of reasons conspire against a broader success for KM. Even when, as Tom Stewart notes in his presentation, you start with the money – a solid business case – there are problems. On this slide, we discuss a few scenarios observed in our the work in the field. First,“Do It Yourself” (DIY) Knowledge Management The KM dictionary of generally accepted ideas has led �many organizations to adopt a “Do It Yourself” approach to KM. (Remember. Knowledge: A corporate asset; and Governance: Central KM group needed). In a typical scenario, a company assigns a team to explore KM. After reading the right books and articles, attending the right conferences and listening to the right experts, the team concludes “we can do this!” Time passes. The team learns the same lessons previously learned by many others. Progress is slow, management becomes impatient, results are limited, and the company moves on to something else. In other cases, well-intentioned, innovative employees take it upon themselves to promote better knowledge sharing and collaboration solutions. In digging into the history of most organizations, one often finds instances of these sorts of initiatives that died in their infancy.In one variant of this situation, organizations with a short memory (called “the serial starters” by our colleague David Lecore) launch KM teams every few quarters, under the guidance of new management teams with fresh budgets. The staff is sent out to assess the state of the practice in their industry, reports are written, pilots are proposed, and some may actually launch – but rarely reach the point of demonstrating results. The pattern repeats under the next management team.What is happening? The principles and practices are well understood, the teams should be able to apply them…  Well, the principles underlying engineering, law and finance are also well understood – but no one would conclude they can be applied without specialized training, skills and practical experience. Yet organizations routinely underestimate the importance of KM-specific training, skills and the practical experience of experts. Yes! Tacit knowledge about how to make KM work is also 80/20! Bottom line: Get help!It would be nice, but we can’t afford it – Many organizations, however, do call in the specialists. We often encounter variants of a scenario that for exposition purposes we will stereotype as: “It would be nice, but we can’t afford it” or “Our organization isn’t up to it. It’s too hard.” In this scenario, the management of a small to medium size company or division will readily agree on how useful if would to operate some form of KM processes and environment. However, when the conversation turns to issues of change management, training programs, testing and deploying infrastructure, disillusionment sets in and they conclude: “It would be nice, but we can’t afford it”. The standard answers (e.g., start small,  go after the low hanging fruit, demonstrate visible results quickly, broadcast the success stories, expand and repeat) just do not seem to be working for many organizations. They cannot afford the effort it takes, either because of their size, management impatience or the pace of change in their internal structures, direction and business environment. How could we dramatically cut the cost of deploying good KM practices?Thanks, but I can’t wait – This is a temporal variant of the previous scenario. The consultant, using common sense and proven methodology, proposes an assessment, followed by a pilot, then an expansion of the initiative, and so on. The management sees results waving at them from farther and farther away in the future. Most organizations demand apples, but we offer them gardening manuals. KM best practices are like gardening manuals, that if properly understood and applied will establish over time orchards (maybe “orGchards”?) where the right culture, people, processes, and infrastructure combine to deliver the fruits of knowledge in abundance. But businesses ask for results – Now! Very few companies have the will to grow their orchards from scratch.  And even fewer can sustain the process to the point of harvesting. Can we accelerate time to results? One implication from this ensemble of problems is that large sectors in the economy are disenfranchised, especially small to medium-size enterprises.
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What to do next?

Deliver a step-change improvement
– in success rate of KM initiatives
– in effort it takes to deploy KM services
– in time it takes to achieve results
– in adoption by disenfranchised organizations

Outsource KM infrastructure and logistics
Managing, leveraging and protecting the firm’s 

knowledge assets does not imply that the firm 
must “own” KM infrastructure and logistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we need to change to move forward?To address the problems of the previous slide, we believe that a step-change improvement is required – in the success rate of KM initiatives, in the effort it takes to deploy KM services, in the time it takes to achieve results … the ensemble of which will enable adoption by disenfranchised organizations.We could draw many diagnostics from the observations of the previous slide. In each case we can point to weak strategy, underestimated complexity, champions without the requisite experience, wrong decisions, poor alignment, lack of technical skills, and so on. But, stepping back, it is tempting to establish a parallel between the development and deployment of KM capabilities by leading firms with the development and deployment of software systems three decades ago, when every organization developed their own ledger, payroll or manufacturing software, often with mixed results.As a general approach, in-house software development was doomed. Over time, end-user expectations grew and with them, the complexity of solutions and the cost of development and maintenance. Even the wealthiest firms came to the conclusion that they could not develop all their systems. They decided to retain in-house development capabilities to address only needs that were truly specific to their business.External, specialized suppliers arose to address common needs. They invested in the right resources and amortized their investment over large populations of customers. Over time, once some type of application became “very well understood”, a new class of supplier emerged to focus on developing “good enough” solutions at a significantly lower cost. Suddenly, not only the leading firms could afford computer-based applications. Small and medium size enterprises could, for example, put PCs with office productivity tools on the desktops of their employees. And the software revolution started to roll…The development of KM capabilities is reaching this point. The large, innovative firms have demonstrated the value of their KM “environments” and in most cases now depend on them to run their day-to-day operations.We suggest that it is now both prudent and possible to outsource KM infrastructure and logistics.
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Outsourcing

“Outsourcing is the procuring of services or 
products from an outside supplier in order to 
reduce costs, fill the gap of (or replace) in-
house capabilities and minimize time scales 
of projects, without the loss of control or 
flexibility.”

The Outsourcing Institute

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s first fill in some background about outsourcing and the conditions that must be met before one can consider it – to replace any in-house function.  We will start with a definition. Here is what the Outsourcing Institute has to say.  This definition touches on some of the issues we identified earlier as obstacles to achieve the benefits of KM: Reduce costs (or, achieve more with the level of investment available)Fill a gap of in-house capabilitiesAccelerate time to resultsWho is the biggest outsourcer in the world? IBM.Only a small fraction of outsourcing is also offshoring, although it is getting more difficult to distinguish between the two. For example, the May 3rd 2004 Royal Dutch/Shell Group outsourcing agreement with Wipro Technologies and IBM is representative of what is going on, both in IT and in HR. This deal is reportedly worth more than $1 billion. Shell is said to be looking to reduce its IT head count by 30% by 2006. The company employs about 9,000 IT workers and is hoping to save about $850 million as a result of the moves.www.outsourcing.com/content.asp?page=01b/articles/intelligence/oi_top_ten_survey.html&nonav=trueThe Outsourcing Institute’s Annual Survey of Outsourcing End Users reports that the top 10 reasons why companies outsource are:Reduce and control operating costs Improve company focus Gain access to world-class capabilities Free internal resources for other purposes Resources are not available internally Accelerate reengineering benefits Function difficult to manage/out of control Make capital funds availableShare risks Cash infusion  
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The internal KM function as a precursor to outsourcing

Companies that invested in an internal KM function have taken a step 
toward outsourcing. Typically, the KM function is expected to provide

– qualified personnel
– processes and technology
– the right industry knowledge
– plans, metrics and estimation guidelines
– experience in the ins and outs of what it takes to succeed.   

… so that they can take care of the direction, infrastructure and logistics 
of  KM programs, leaving the regular employees to focus on doing 
their jobs with minimal KM overhead. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept of KM outsourcing is not farfetched. Large companies that have invested in an internal KM function have already taken a step in that direction (Remember. Governance: Central KM group needed). Typically, the KM function is expected to provide qualified personnel processes and technologythe right industry knowledgeplans, metrics and estimation guidelinesexperience in the ins and outs of what it takes to succeed.So they can take care of the direction and “logistics” of the KM program, leaving the regular employees to focus on doing their jobs with minimal “KM overhead”. Business managers tell us is something like “Our business is to produce steel. We cannot afford spending too much time working on this.”To survive, these groups have to consistently demonstrate to their sponsors that the return from their efforts is considerable higher than the function’s capital and operating budgets.  As we know, in practice, these groups have difficulties reaching and sustaining critical mass, as well as maintaining support for the length of time required to demonstrate results.We refer here to the case of large organizations. Small and medium size enterprises typically consider that they cannot afford to launch such groups.Question: Could a third party provide reliable KM programs (i.e., programs that consistently achieve or exceed expectations) at a lower price?  If it were possible, it would make it easier for the larger organizations to sustain the effort, and for smaller groups to gain access to the benefits of some level of KM services.
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Why can KM services be outsourced today?
Learnings from manufacturing, software, IT services, …

The conditions for outsourcing are met
• KM technology and techniques have crossed

the dotted line of ‘good enough’
• Low-level KM services are not strategic
• Competent external service providers exist

Time
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rf
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m
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Christensen & Raynor: The Innovator’s Solution: Creating and Sustaining Successful Growth.

Range of
Performance
That Customers
Can Utilize

Disruptive
Innovations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why can KM Services be outsourced today? What lessons can be drawn from experience in other functions, such as manufacturing, software, IT services? In The Innovator's Solution, Christensen and Raynor argue that market-leading companies invest in the development of technology, products or services while these are not yet “good enough” for customers. Seeking to optimize and tune performance, they piece together differentiated, proprietary solutions in unique ways. Price is not the key issue for those who derive competitive advantage from these services. However, once performance becomes “good enough”, customers no longer pay premium prices for performance. To remain competitive and profitable, suppliers are pushed to standardize and modularize the architectures. Modularity causes solutions to become commoditized … and profits move elsewhere in the value chain; e.g., into the subsystems and components from which the modular solutions are assembled. Customers pay premium prices for other features, such as responsiveness, convenience or customizability. To summarize: When a product or process becomes “well understood”, its ability to generate competitive advantage decreases. It leaves the protected boundaries of the market-leading firms. It is codified and “packaged”. Specialized firms launch “good-enough” solutions for a fraction of the cost borne by the “advanced practitioners”. A few firms serving elite markets may continue to invest in highly-optimized approaches that push the envelope, but overall, commoditization takes place. The advantages of the process become available to a much larger sector (e.g., small and medium size companies, even individuals) … and new markets are created.When an in-house service is well understood, yet not strategic to the organization and when competent external service providers exist, then that service is a candidate for outsourcing. The most prevalent examples today are the non-strategic aspects of HR (payroll, benefits, etc.) and IT (desktop support, application coding and testing, network infrastructure, etc.). More generally, the phrase “business process outsourcing” has entered the lexicon.Let’s consider the three conditions for outsourcing – in the context of knowledge management. First, using the Christensen-Raynor model, we argue that leading KM "solutions" (services,  tools,....) have reached the “good enough” stage. Evidence: success stories reported at the APQC for a, the existence of generally accepted ideas, and the fact that "there is nothing new" in the presentations, stories, etc. we hear from practitioners. We have reached the point where we need to lower the cost of deploying KM solutions. The time for expensive, in house solutions is reaching the high end of an S curve and the new curve is the curve of the modular architecture-based solutions.  When this reasoning applies to services, outsourcing by specialists becomes an option. Second, while applying the best knowledge available and creating new knowledge are clearly strategic, low-level and arduous knowledge services (infrastructure and logistics) are not in the same category. Finally, competent external service providers exist. In fact, consultants and other service providers generally have the most KM experience – mainly because they must apply the principles to their own operations in order to remain profitable.Those seen as successful today are the large companies (e.g., SLB) that continue to invest in even-higher levels of performance (bells & whistles); e.g., InTouch++. But what about all the others (the "cannot afford it", etc. types)? For “the rest of us”, imagine a third party that has done it before, many times. Has trained people, the right industry knowledge, the processes and technology, the plans, metrics and estimation guidelines, understands the ins and outs of what it takes to succeed. This party would be in a position to become a provider of KM services.It could proactively offer to do some of the work for customers, success guaranteed, at a lower price than it would take them to do it themselves under the best circumstances. One of its advertisements might say: “You do the day job, we’ll take the night shift” (Haven’t we all heard employees say that they already have a job and they don’t have the bandwidth to write down what they know, have done, have thought, ….) Why not?
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These aspects of KM are “out of scope”

• Defining a KM strategy aligned with the business 
objectives of the organization

• Establishing and operating a governance structure
• Change Management
• Membership and participation in communities of practice 

or similar structures that promote desirable behaviors
• Creation, reuse and application of knowledge
• Application of KM techniques to drive or enable 

organizational or cultural transformation
• Use of KM as a tool for innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do not outsource these aspects of KM. To use outsourcer’s jargon, they are “out of scope.”
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But KM infrastructure and logistics are “in scope”

• Operating the IT infrastructure of KM as a managed service 
• Ontology development and evolution
• Documents – validation, organization, migration 
• Brokerage and facilitation services
• Journalism – harvesting, editing and publishing success stories, 

best practices and lessons learned.
• Expert services – consultants, analysts, research organizations
• Auditing business impact – setting up, operating and reporting 

on measurement programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These aspects of KM are candidates for outsourcing. They are “in scope.”________________________________Documents – typically start with a warehouse (e.g., blueprints). Start by finding the small fraction (often ~10%) that are still of value. Make sure the document asset reflects the physical asset (“as built”). Determine how to organize and update them. Then migrate to a new system.Brokerage and facilitation services – the notion of intermediaries (e.g., InTouch engineers).Auditing business impact – Gelb Consulting does this for Schlumberger InTouch.
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What levels of service could be offered?

• Hosting
– Turnkey versions of the technology enablers

• ASP
– KM applications management and service desks

• KM Services
– managing a company’s ontology, investigative and editorial work 

to produce best practices, CoP facilitation, search tuning, …

• End-to-end KM processes 
– Knowledge salvage services
– Knowledge continuity services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What levels of services could be offered? What if the internal KM function of a company were to be taken over by a supplier staffed with truly qualified professionals and deep knowledge of the business sector? What would be the first step? The trend in IT services offers a first answer: hosting the infrastructure. Hosting – This is plain and simple IT outsourcing. It removes a substantial barrier to adoption of KM – the  initial capital expenditure that discourages small and medium size enterprises. Setting up and tuning the  systems still consumes a disproportionate amount of attention, time and budget that would be better employed in understanding the internal problems, coaching employees or improving content. This level of service is possible because of the level of maturity in today’s support platforms. While large companies tend to run proprietary platforms evolved in-house over the years, ISPs can exploit modular architectures and benefit from the offerings of multiple component suppliers for each set of services in the infrastructure. ASP – Expertise locator systems, portal or content management services, and collaboration platforms are complex applications. Managing them and integrating them with the rest of a company’s IT infrastructure requires specialized knowledge, thus specialized personnel. Most organizations cannot develop and retain the needed pool of talent. As a consequence, services are not delivered with the expected efficiency, usability or quality. This leads to end-user dissatisfaction and lack of participation. Knowledge Management Services – The next category of services include those that require specialized knowledge of “classic” KM techniques.  Take for example the management of a company’s ontology.  The ontology is, in itself, a complex information system that is under permanent evolution to adapt to changes in the organization, technology, services, markets, and so on. Ontologies with thousands of categories and new versions released monthly require continuous work by an interdisciplinary team of professional taxonomists, domain experts, and software architects (as ontologies may be embedded in all types of applications for purposes of authentication, access control, notification and subscription, navigation and search, etc.). Few companies can afford to grow and sustain in house the needed teams and know how. (Example: In 3.5 yrs, there have been ~140 releases of Schlumberger InTouch classification system, more than 3 per month.) The same applies to harvesting and publishing of success stories, facilitation of CoPs, the investigative and editorial work needed to publish a best practice, management of a “knowledge (help) desk”. Today, best practices in these areas are difficult to codify and replicate. A specialized supplier could develop and sustain the critical mass of experts, the training and process improvement programs needed to deliver high quality services. End-to-end KM processes – The time will come when mature providers of the above services will be in a position to take responsibility for aggregated KM processes with specific business objectives and KPIs.Knowledge salvage services are ripe for this approach today. Consider the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. Immediately following the games, Guille Arango, from Schlumberger Knowledge Services and Wesley Vestal and Steve Wright, from APQC, interviewed approximately 80 staff members to glean best practices and lessons learned in IT systems integration. These lessons have since been applied at the 2003? World Cup and other events – and are about to be applied in Athens. (Note of Sep-03 … “were” applied in Athens.) Knowledge continuity services will soon be ripe for this approach. Continuity services in the information management world are well established. Companies rely on third parties to maintain ready-to-go replicas of their data and infrastructure to ensure continuity of operations in case the in-house version becomes unavailable. The problem of knowledge loss or knowledge attrition is endemic in the business world because of personnel moves, turnover, market or demographic cycles, mergers or divestitures. Current responses are inadequate and organizations are resigned to the economic loss.Note of Sep-03: One example of KM outsourcing has arisen since the presentation. The client is Codelco (Chile).A small team has been installed. The members play the following roles: Document manager: acquisition and editing; Expertise locator system manager; Knowledge repository manager: publishing, IT infrastructure, liaison with internal IT; Compliance manager: policeman - to ensure people do what is required (writes a compliance report every Friday); Knowledge Desk, where there are really two roles: expert judgment and clerical. The 'clerical' person answers telephone and e-mail requests, responding when the answer is known, and dispatches requests to the right people. Has access to a resident specialist (20% time). This 'expert' provides the answer when he/she knows it, otherwise talks to the real experts. In any case, he/she doesn't write things up. That is the job of the 'Document' person (first role above).
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What does it take to be a supplier of KM services?

• Like the internal KM function
– qualified personnel
– processes and technology
– the right industry knowledge
– plans, metrics and estimation guidelines
– experience in the ins and outs of what it takes to succeed.

• Plus
– Service Level Assurance

+ Will SLAs be the next step in the evolution of KM metrics?
+ Will internal process maturity (KMMI?) become a standard requirement?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 2002 InformationWeek survey [Gareiss, 2002], the top criteria for selecting an IT outsourcer were reliability, trust, technical skills, cost and value. We expect the criteria for selecting a KM outsourcer will be similar – and customers should ask the same questions of KM outsourcers that they should ask of any outsourcer …  With a few additions: How do you practice KM today? How do you achieve success, etc. The standard questions about any KM implementation … motivation, metrics, etc.We also expect Service Level Agreements to become the norm in KM outsourcing … Actually, we expect this for internal KM teams as well.
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Road map for the presentation

• Where are we today?
• What are the problems?
• What to do next?

Outsource KM services
Add onboard domain knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Returning to our road map and with the goal of achieving the “knowledge-powered enterprise” still in mind, let’s move on to consider the value of technology with onboard domain knowledge.The first part of this presentation emphasized the “management” aspect of KM and proposed an evolutionary step. In this section, we move the “knowledge” aspect of KM to center stage.________________________________Reminder – from RGS 2000 AI Magazine articleIn the “knowledge-powered enterprise”, knowledge management is “organic”. It happens everywhere—in the background, in real time. Everyone contributes. Knowledge management process and behavior are embedded in the workflow as part of the normal day-to-day job. Knowledge management functions are embedded in core business applications and employee productivity tools.________________________________Background NotesThere are three important components from a technological point of view:Seamless information space: Everyone has rapid access to the information needed to do his/her job. The portal concept will be extended across the organization. CoP members will not need to know that the information is stored in a particular application, which is on that server. It will not matter. They will get the information they need when they want it, where they want it, and how they want it delivered.Data mining and knowledge discovery: Today, most enterprises are still at the stage of trying to capture the data in an organized fashion, let alone trying to mine it to influence business decisions. However, we expect three threads to come together: First there will be continued evolution of data management technology. Second, powerful new data-mining and knowledge-discovery technology will be developed. Third, these two types of technology will be coupled with portal technology to deliver the information needed to perform a task just in time for it to be of use.Integrated simulation and decision support: Vignette 3 from the paper dealt with an oil company well engineer talking to a potential investor. The investor was able to compute the likely effect of a particular oil well operation, drilling a sidetrack, from a geoscience point of view. He then used those results to compute the rate of return and risk associated with the proposed investment. This kind of combined geoscience, economics, and risk simulation can be accomplished today, but it is not commonplace, nor does it happen in real time.In a company like Schlumberger, a sizable fraction of the entire research and development budget is devoted to building the tools that can be used by our clients to solve problems such as the one in the vignette. However, it is important to ensure that they can be coupled in useful ways to the seamless information space by means of the intranet portal (including its case bases, best practices, and other information) and with the data-mining and knowledge discovery systems.
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Technology Changes the Game

Buckminster Fuller
“If you want to teach people a new way of 
thinking, don't bother trying to lecture or 
instruct them. Instead, give them a tool, the 
use of which will lead them to new ways of 
thinking.”

Marshall McLuhan
“It is the medium that shapes and controls 
the scale and form of human association 
and action.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been discussing “process”: playing the game of KM as well as possible, according to today’s rules. For the rest of the presentation, we will focus on the role of knowledge and technology. I think this quote, attributed to Buckminster Fuller, is relevant.  It is typically technology that enables us to change the rules of the game. Now, changing the rules of the game doesn’t just mean giving us new capabilities. Consider this observation by Marshall McLuhan.Background Notes:Fuller quote … lots of paraphrases exist. I haven’t been able to pin down the original. This page has some interesting info: http://members.aol.com/kfkenn/Kennedy/Toolbox.htmlBy “medium”, McLuhan meant any new technology. He points out that new inventions usually have unintended consequences – the effects of which we do not imagine at the outset. They change the rules of the game and therefore the way it is played.What is the Meaning of The Medium is the Message?�http://www.mcluhan.utoronto.ca/article_mediumisthemessage.htm(Now http://individual.utoronto.ca/markfederman/article_mediumisthemessage.htm)Understanding Media, Chapter 1 – The Medium Is The Message. p. 7. “In a culture like ours, long accustomed to splitting and dividing all things as a means of control, it is sometimes a bit of a shock to be reminded that, in operational and practical fact, the medium is the message. This is merely to say that the personal and social consequences of any medium – that is, of any extension of ourselves – result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology.“Thus begins the classic work of Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media, in which he introduced the world to his enigmatic paradox, "The medium is the message." But what does it mean? How can the medium be its own message?Of all the Internet searches that end up at the McLuhan Program website and weblog, the search for the meaning of the famous "McLuhan Equation" is the most frequent. Many people presume the conventional meaning for "medium" that refers to the mass-media of communications - radio, television, the press, the Internet. And most apply our conventional understanding of "message" as content or information. Putting the two together allows people to jump to the mistaken conclusion that, somehow, the channel supersedes the content in importance, or that McLuhan was saying that the information content should be ignored as inconsequential. Often people will triumphantly hail that the medium is "no longer the message," or flip it around to proclaim that the "message is the medium," or some other such nonsense. McLuhan meant what he said; unfortunately, his meaning is not at all obvious, and that is where we begin our journey to understanding.Marshall McLuhan was concerned with the observation that we tend to focus on the obvious. In doing so, we largely miss the structural changes in our affairs that are introduced subtly, or over long periods of time. Whenever we create a new innovation - be it an invention or a new idea - many of its properties are fairly obvious to us. We generally know what it will nominally do, or at least what it is intended to do, and what it might replace. We often know what its advantages and disadvantages might be. But it is also often the case that, after a long period of time and experience with the new innovation, we look backward and realize that there were some effects of which we were entirely unaware at the outset. We sometimes call these effects "unintended consequences," although "unanticipated consequences" might be a more accurate description.Many of the unanticipated consequences stem from the fact that there are conditions in our society and culture that we just don't take into consideration in our planning. These range from cultural or religious issues and historical precedents, through interplay with existing conditions, to the secondary or tertiary effects in a cascade of interactions. All of these dynamic processes that are entirely non-obvious comprise our ground or context. They all work silently to influence the way in which we interact with one another, and with our society at large. In a word (or four), ground comprises everything we don't notice.If one thinks about it, there are far more dynamic processes occurring in the ground than comprise the actions of the figures, or things that we do notice. But when something changes, it often becomes noticeable. And noticing change is the key.McLuhan tells us that a "message" is, "the change of scale or pace or pattern" that a new invention or innovation "introduces into human affairs." (McLuhan 8) Note that it is not the content or use of the innovation, but the change in inter-personal dynamics that the innovation brings with it. Thus, the message of theatrical production is not the musical or the play being produced, but perhaps the change in tourism that the production may encourage. In the case of a specific theatrical production, its message may be a change in attitude or action on the part of the audience that results from the medium of the play itself, which is quite distinct from the medium of theatrical production in general. Similarly, the message of a newscast is not the news stories themselves, but a change in the public attitude towards crime, or the creation of a climate of fear. A McLuhan message always tells us to look beyond the obvious and seek the non-obvious changes or effects that are enabled, enhanced, accelerated or extended by the new thing (or reduced, eliminated? – rgs)McLuhan defines medium for us as well. Right at the beginning of Understanding Media, he tells us that a medium is "any extension of ourselves." Classically, he suggests that a hammer extends our arm and that the wheel extends our legs and feet. Each enables us to do more than our bodies could do on their own. Similarly, the medium of language extends our thoughts from within our mind out to others. Indeed, since our thoughts are the result of our individual sensory experience, speech is an "outering" of our senses - we could consider it as a form of reversing senses - whereas usually our senses bring the world into our minds, speech takes our sensorially-shaped minds out to the world.But McLuhan always thought of a medium in the sense of a growing medium, like the fertile potting soil into which a seed is planted, or the agar in a Petri dish. In other words, a medium - this extension of our body or senses or mind - is anything from which a change emerges. And since some sort of change emerges from everything we conceive or create, all of our inventions, innovations, ideas and ideals are McLuhan media.Thus we have the meaning of "the medium is the message:" We can know the nature and characteristics of anything we conceive or create (medium) by virtue of the changes - often unnoticed and non-obvious changes - that they effect (message.) McLuhan warns us that we are often distracted by the content of a medium (which, in almost all cases, is another distinct medium in itself.) He writes, "it is only too typical that the "content" of any medium blinds us to the character of the medium." (McLuhan 9) And it is the character of the medium that is its potency or effect - its message. In other words, "This is merely to say that the personal and social consequences of any medium - that is, of any extension of ourselves - result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by any new technology." Why is this understanding of "the medium is the message" particularly useful? We tend to notice changes - even slight changes (that unfortunately we often tend to discount in significance.) "The medium is the message" tells us that noticing change in our societal or cultural ground conditions indicates the presence of a new message, that is, the effects of a new medium. With this early warning, we can set out to characterize and identify the new medium before it becomes obvious to everyone - a process that often takes years or even decades. And if we discover that the new medium brings along effects that might be detrimental to our society or culture, we have the opportunity to influence the development and evolution of the new innovation before the effects becomes pervasive. As McLuhan reminds us, "Control over change would seem to consist in moving not with it but ahead of it. Anticipation gives the power to deflect and control force." (McLuhan 199)
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What to do next?

Deliver a new generation of technology, with
onboard domain knowledge

Change the game of knowledge management

In this game, technology is not “merely” an enabler 
– it is an essential carrier of domain knowledge

The new medium – technology with onboard 
domain knowledge – will lead to new ways of 
thinking about performance support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While processes help organizations “play the game” better, technology “changes the game.” Technology is the usual way to change the ground rules … to make a breakthrough … a revolution … a quantum leap in performance … to enable capabilities that could not be achieved prior to the introduction of new technology. To date, by and large, only weak domain-independent technology has been used in KM. Our premise is that a new generation of technology – with onboard domain knowledge – will lead to a step change in performance and change the view of technology as merely an enabler. It will become a very powerful enabler – a difference maker.Premise 1: Tools shape the way we conceive work and we practice work.  Sufficiently powerful new technologies change the environment, the rules of the game.  Premise 2: In a system, when you modify the value of a parameter by an order of magnitude, the nature of the system changes.In the 1980’s, KM was the domain of librarians, research firms, training departments and TQM groups. With the widespread deployment and use of Internet and the Web, the nature of KM changed.  These new technologies changed by orders of magnitude our ability to link people and content.  Libraries and librarians had to be redefined, the practice of publishing and copyright protection, etc. were revolutionized. How people contribute and share knowledge was radically changed.Yet, once any new environment stabilizes, and the new (initially considered dramatic!) levels of performance become the norm, then we can afford ourselves the luxury of saying that technology is “merely” an enabler.  It just helps us “play the game”…Going forward, we envision technological game-changing innovations. Let us consider what will it happen if we move knowledge back to center stage.We argue that the new technology – the new medium – will lead to new ways of thinking about performance support and change the “scale and form” of the association and action of the community of practiceDisclaimer: Nothing we say should lead anyone in the room to believe that we think technology is the only answer. Quite the opposite. Our point is that serious technology should be added to the KM mix, not the low-level, completely horizontal, domain-independent … focus on coordination and collaboration … technology that is all we talk about today.________________________________Note: Be careful about evolution vs. revolution when it comes to processes vs. technology. Manufacturing could be an example. Remember also the notion of 3 turns around the “evolutionary” cycle looks like a revolution if you are trying to enter the market (Gomory, 1989). However, he wasn’t speaking strictly about process … just that some development is based on a revolutionary technology and some is based on evolutionary development … but both are based on a combination of technology and process.Another way to look at it.[Kaplan and Norton, 2004]. Strategic Readiness – the alignment of Human Capital, Information Capital and Organization Capital with a company’s strategy – is a way of measuring the value of intangible assets. It is comparable to liquidity, used by accountants to classify the tangible assets – financial and physical – of a company on the balance sheet.They classify information capital as: infrastructure, transaction-processing applications or analytic applications. KM systems are counted as “analytic.”Any application can be “transformational.” Such an application changes the business model of the enterprise. Transformational applications have the most potential impact on strategic objectives and require the greatest degree of organization change to deliver their benefits 
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Service Desk

The Knowledge Environment of the Firm

Portal
Search
Browse

Email, IM, …

Business 
Demands Documents

Best Practices
Lessons Learned

Workflows

Applications

Data
Management 

& Mining

Projects

Expertise
Locator

News & Data
Feeds

Collaboration

Dashboard
Intelligence

Reports – KPIs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an update to a slide I first used in 1998, in a discussion of the knowledge environment used to support communities of practice in Schlumberger – technology, process and people.In looking back at this, I found it interesting to see how little has changed since then.Explain the boxes.________________________________The word “environment” is chosen carefully. In Understanding Media (1964) – Introduction to the Second Edition, Marshall McLuhan said "Environments are not passive wrappings but active processes.“ In computing, we generally regard environments as active processes we use to get things done, but we don't often look at the impact that the environment has on the way we think. Example: the priorities and the best practices emerge from a combination of design and discovery that are particular to each environment.
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Service Desk

The Knowledge Environment of the Firm
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Onboard
Domain

Knowledge

Portal
Search
Browse

Email, IM, …

The “Knowledge Environment” requirements for a CoP of oilfield
specialists are not the same as those for aviation or IT specialists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But wait … The KM requirements for CoP of oil & gas specialists are not the same as those for aviation specialists or IT specialists behind the scenes of the Olympics, or pharma or biotech professionals. Indeed the requirements are different for individual job functions within each industry sector. Yet today, by and large, the technology used to support KM understands little more about the knowledge domains to which it is applied than does the e-mail system. The present KM paradigm takes the Internet/WWW ecosystem by default and highlights the value of connections (p2p [people to people], p2i [people to information], p2bp [people to best practices], p2cop [people to communities of practice], and so on). But what has happened with knowledge? It has been cast as an “end” for KM. What if we also assign it the status of being a “means”, an inherent dimension of the technology ecosystem?It is interesting to note that over the years we have gone from focus on the importance of domain knowledge (characterized by the expert system and software synthesis era) to a domain-independent and social approach (characterized by the KM era). Somehow, the importance of knowledge seems to have been “lost in translation” … We have been focusing on process and people, playing down the importance of technology. This approach has enabled organizations to achieve a useful level of performance from knowledge sharing.  However, a revolutionary change in will be required to enable a dramatically increased level of performance.Our argument comes in two parts: First, “it’s the knowledge, stupid” (after Bill Clinton); Second, you focus on process and people after you have sufficiently powerful technology … or if you think there is no chance of ever having it! Ultimately, it is technology that changes process and the way people work. Beyond the essential connectivity and access provided by the Net and the Web, so far, we have been using extremely weak, horizontal technology … applicable everywhere, but not strong enough to make a revolutionary difference anywhere. We believe that widespread deployment of technology with onboard domain knowledge will revolutionize the techno ecosystem and redefine the meaning of KM. “the right knowledge from the right source, in the right place, at the right time” will take a new meaning. Onboard domain knowledge offers the ability to add context to the equation … and context is one of the key differences between the terms “tacit” and “explicit” as applied to knowledge today. Where are the opportunities for adding onboard domain knowledge to the “knowledge environment” … they are everywhere! From portals to data management.Background NotesIn the paper, add something about context, experience, difficult to transfer without direct personal connection and “in situ”, “on the job” learning.) To not bring technology and knowledge to the table is analogous to arguing that all the progress in success rates and reduction in Oil & Gas drilling cost over the past years has been due solely to process, teamwork, alliancing, etc. Just try to drill one of today’s standard extended reach wells without the knowledge embedded in new technology. Or, in another world … of pharma and biotech … just try to develop new drugs without the latest understanding and the latest technology. It isn’t possible, folks!  So … given the central nature of knowledge and technology to any “science-based” or “innovation-driven” industry, why on earth would we believe in this APQC forum that people and process are the only subjects worth discussing?! Not all onboard knowledge is domain knowledge. Technologies are emerging that exploit other types of knowledge: Presence technologies exploit knowledge about concurrent access or presence; Location-based technologies exploit knowledge about the position of a person in the physical world at a point in time and about the neighborhood of that position; Social network technology exploits knowledge about interpersonal interactions (there is an overlap with domain knowledge); Online reputation technology exploits knowledge of what perceptions people have of each other.
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Breast Cancer Model
& Simple Web Interface

Example: ASCO Breast Cancer Information Exchange 
Breast Cancer

Clinical Studies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s illustrate these ideas with a simple example.The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) abstracts are a leading source of cancer research information. In 2003, the ASCO Breast Cancer Information Exchange (BCIE) project was developed to better organize and access abstracts in breast cancer for a faster, more precise, and targeted search.Traditional Web search engines allow simple keyword-based queries. ASCO and Medstory felt that improvements in precision and ease of use would require software that "knows" the domain. We developed XML/Java models of breast cancer clinical studies, from molecular diagnostics to disease stages. From these models, we developed a study characterization form, included as a voluntary author step in the 2003 Annual Meeting abstract submission process, to capture the study clinical parameters.Almost 95% of breast cancer abstract first authors (352) participated, completing the web-based form to characterize their studies from a uniform descriptive variable set. 



Standard Interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a traditional advanced search page. Although some meta-data exists (e.g., author, year), the same page could be used for oil & gas, information technology, or the news just as easily as breast cancer.It knows nothing about the domain.
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Onboard 
domain 
knowledge 
supports 
precise 
search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what you can achieve with software that “knows the domain.” This page shows the sort of precision in search that makes a difference. http://www.breastcancer.org/Background Notes on the Domain: Targeted Therapy: Drugs or substances that can identify and attack specific cancer cells. A monoclonal antibody is a type of targeted therapy. Endocrine Therapy: Treatment that adds, blocks, or removes hormones. Synonym: hormone therapy (HT). HER2: Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2. The HER2-neu protein is involved in growth of some cancer cells. Also called c-erbB-2. Sentinel Node: Entails a mix of a, b and c below.the lymph node closest to the primary lesion, orthe first lymph node to receive drainage from a tumor, orthe first lymph node that becomes visible on the lymphoscintigraphic images. Local regional nodes: The cancer has spread to lymph nodes in the region of the tumor - beyond this would be metastaticAdjuvant (or "add on") therapy is recommended to help manage the cancer and reduce the likelihood of its returning (risk of recurrence). Adjuvant therapies are divided in three categories:Neo-adjuvant: used to shrink the tumor and allow it to be surgically removed, while preserving as much of the breast as possible. Chemotherapy and radiation therapy have been used for years as neo-adjuvant therapies. Recent studies have shown that hormonal therapy may have a potential role when used as neo-adjuvant therapy.Early adjuvant: the most common approach used to prevent the tumor from coming back. It is usually prescribed after primary interventions such as surgery, radiotherapy, and/or chemotherapy have been completed. Tamoxifen is one of the medications prescribed by doctors for this use and may be taken for up to five years to avoid side effects associated with its long-term use. Extended adjuvant: the continuation of hormonal therapy beyond 5 years to reduce the risk of recurring tumor growth. Hormonal status + or -: there are two hormonal receptors on tumor cells, estrogen (ER) and Progesterone (PR). We are really only talking about the ER as the main indicator of hormonal status. ER+ cells need E to multiply and therefore are sensitive to anti-estrogen therapies. DCIS - Ductal Carcinoma In Situ is the most common kind of non-invasive breast cancer. It is ductal because the cancer is confined to the milk ducts.LCIS - Lobular Carcinoma In Situ is generally considered to be a pre-cancerous condition. It is lobular because the cancer is confined to the lobules—the glands that actually make milk. Carcinoma refers to any cancer that begins in the skin or other tissues that cover internal organs—such as breast tissue. In situ or "in its original place" means that the cancer has not spread to any surrounding tissues. Since 8/02, ASCO Web site visitors have used the BCIE search tool to formulate queries. Analysis of a subset of queries (N=691) revealed that 90% selected form-based search variables exclusively or combined with traditional keyword search terms. On average, 7 search variables were entered per search. The three most selected search variables were study phase, patient sex, and chemotherapeutic agent. 
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Onboard 
domain 
knowledge 
supports 
inferencing

Example:
The phrase 
‘targeted 
therapy’ is 
rarely found 
in the text of 
the abstracts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that most of these results do not mention “Phase II” or “Targeted” therapy, either in the title or abstract.Domain knowledge supports inferencing.A simple example is synonyms for drug names or the names of the compounds by which the drugs were known in development plus derivatives.Searching on “camptothecin” in BCIE returns 3 abstractshttp://webapp.asco.org/bcie/search?db=asco&resultsPage=%2Fsearch_results.jsp&studyType=allStudyType&keywords=camptothecin&searchType=allThe first only mentions CPT – the name by which the drug is known. The second only mentions Topotecan, a derivative. Only the third contains the word “camptothecin.”
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Onboard Domain Knowledge enables data mining & analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The repository of characterized studies created a detailed index of author-selected consistent-variable descriptors, offering potential for examination of abstract trends within one disease-type, including study types, prognostic factors, therapies, diagnostics, and biomarkers. Heretofore, such analysis has been time consuming, performed manually, and not reflective of authors’ direct involvement.This example shows that endocrine therapies are more prevalent in early-stage cancer and targeted therapies are more prevalent in late-stage cancer.The chain of inference in the slide is as follows:Onboard domain knowledge enables precise queriesPrecise queries enable data mining and analysis.This kind of analysis can be done in minutes. Without onboard knowledge, it takes months of work by medically trained specialists.Background NotesWhy is endocrine therapy more prevalent in the early stages of breast cancer,  whereas targeted therapy is more prevalent in late stage cancer?As far as stages and estrogen receptor (ER), generally (as in Prostate Cancer with Testosterone), cancers become hormone-independent as they evolve into later stages. Hence the relative importance of hormonal therapies in early stages.Targeted therapies are still more prevalent for later stage cancers that are refractory to hormonal treatment, and unproven in earlier stages. The goal is to change this by finding targets that would complement the early stage therapies or study the impact of existing targeted drugs increasingly in those stages. 
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Pharmaceuticals – Biotechnology

• $400B industry with unprecedented challenges in 
innovation, productivity, time-to-market and capital 
efficiency

• Fundamental transformation underway

• Key transformation factors
– Drug targets are increasingly complex
– Significant interdependencies exist between programs
– In-licensing is as important as internal development
– Personalized medicine drives market segmentation
– Companies are increasingly virtual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have also been working with pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms, where a revolution is underway -- independent of KM or technology.In this new world, “getting the right information to the right people at the right time” has taken on a new meaning. Business development teams have become ‘players’ as the contribution to revenue from external R&D has increased. Indeed it is represents more than half the revenue of some major pharmas.Sidebar: In biopharmaceuticals, R&D has been instrumented with sensors, simulation technology and the like. In finance, the same is true. The sensors and analytics are in place. In a nutshell, Medstory attempts to provide analogous instrumentation for all functions, including BD&L – sensing plus interpretation – connecting the dots.Say something on the need for real-time information, especially in business development.
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Knowledge Connections
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does onboard knowledge look like?This slide shows a simple schematic view of a few of the elements of the domain knowledge and the relationships among them. For simplicity, I haven’t labeled the relationships … but have focused on the connections.A central element is the chemical compound (lead or therapy). The slide shows 12 of its descriptors … selected from more than 50 in the actual knowledge service.Some relate to the “technical profile” of the compound; e.g., its mechanism of action, chemical class, chemical structure and molecular target. Some to its “development profile”; e.g., clinical trial, grant, publication. Also represented is the “intellectual property profile” – patents as well as the “business profile” – company. The relevant people and the alignment of the compound with the corporate strategy (i.e., whether this compound, perhaps owned by another company, is “in strategy” for your company). Finally, management notes; i.e., annotations and documents related to the compound.Each of the elements shown on the periphery is itself connected to set of descriptors, and so on.As in the previous example, this kind of domain knowledge enables precise search and data mining. However, one can also traverse the connection graph to uncover non-intuitive relationships. Let’s see an example.
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Uncovering Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine you are the head of the pre-clinical team for an antifungals program at a pharmaceutical or biotechnology company. You are interested in the latest publications that mention antibodies … so you start with a search – not of all the information held in your “knowledge hub” – just the publications. #9 strikes you as interesting … so you check the abstract at the source. Click.You then check to see what compounds are related to this publication and come across amphotericin-B. You see a 360° summary – technical, development, business and patent perspectives. Click.The yellow traffic light means that this compound is not completely aligned with your company’s strategy, but there is some interest in it.  Looking more intently at the technical profile, you check the chemical structure of the compound. Click.Then, you look to see what other compounds have the same Mechanism of Action – cell wall permeability. Click.One of the compounds you come across is anidulafungin, owned by Vicuron Pharmaceuticals. While this is not a compound that is aligned with your corporate strategy, you are interested in the company. Click.As it is a public company, you can look further to check its business relationships with other companies. Click.Finally, you decide to alert a colleague to what you have found … in context. Click.And so on.You have been able to accomplish this targeted search in a matter of seconds, with a few mouse clicks – and have not had to sift through piles of useless search results (measured in the thousands).  This is due to onboard domain knowledge.  It changes the game.It doesn’t replace the human conversations you need to have with your colleagues – and it doesn’t tell you what to do about what you have found.  However, when it comes time to have those conversations and to make decisions, you have “the right information” – in context – and you get it quickly – and the technology keeps you up to date every day.Note importance of 360° summary – not just for business people, but also for scientists in the new pharma world.Something about the fact that these views and connections are not painstakingly crafted for each new therapeutic area. Armed with the domain knowledge, our tools can do most of the construction automatically.
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Uncovering Relationships
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Presentation Notes
Imagine you are the head of the pre-clinical team for an antifungals program at a pharmaceutical or biotechnology company. You are interested in the latest publications that mention antibodies … so you start with a search – not of all the information held in your “knowledge hub” – just the publications. #9 strikes you as interesting … so you check the abstract at the source. Click.You then check to see what compounds are related to this publication and come across amphotericin-B. You see a 360° summary – technical, development, business and patent perspectives. Click.The yellow traffic light means that this compound is not completely aligned with your company’s strategy, but there is some interest in it.  Looking more intently at the technical profile, you check the chemical structure of the compound. Click.Then, you look to see what other compounds have the same Mechanism of Action – cell wall permeability. Click.One of the compounds you come across is anidulafungin, owned by Vicuron Pharmaceuticals. While this is not a compound that is aligned with your corporate strategy, you are interested in the company. Click.As it is a public company, you can look further to check its business relationships with other companies. Click.Finally, you decide to alert a colleague to what you have found … in context. Click.And so on.You have been able to accomplish this targeted search in a matter of seconds, with a few mouse clicks – and have not had to sift through piles of useless search results (measured in the thousands).  This is due to onboard domain knowledge.  It changes the game.It doesn’t replace the human conversations you need to have with your colleagues – and it doesn’t tell you what to do about what you have found.  However, when it comes time to have those conversations and to make decisions, you have “the right information” – in context – and you get it quickly – and the technology keeps you up to date every day.Note importance of 360° summary – not just for business people, but also for scientists in the new pharma world.Something about the fact that these views and connections are not painstakingly crafted for each new therapeutic area. Armed with the domain knowledge, our tools can do most of the construction automatically.
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Uncovering Relationships
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Imagine you are the head of the pre-clinical team for an antifungals program at a pharmaceutical or biotechnology company. You are interested in the latest publications that mention antibodies … so you start with a search – not of all the information held in your “knowledge hub” – just the publications. #9 strikes you as interesting … so you check the abstract at the source. Click.You then check to see what compounds are related to this publication and come across amphotericin-B. You see a 360° summary – technical, development, business and patent perspectives. Click.The yellow traffic light means that this compound is not completely aligned with your company’s strategy, but there is some interest in it.  Looking more intently at the technical profile, you check the chemical structure of the compound. Click.Then, you look to see what other compounds have the same Mechanism of Action – cell wall permeability. Click.One of the compounds you come across is anidulafungin, owned by Vicuron Pharmaceuticals. While this is not a compound that is aligned with your corporate strategy, you are interested in the company. Click.As it is a public company, you can look further to check its business relationships with other companies. Click.Finally, you decide to alert a colleague to what you have found … in context. Click.And so on.You have been able to accomplish this targeted search in a matter of seconds, with a few mouse clicks – and have not had to sift through piles of useless search results (measured in the thousands).  This is due to onboard domain knowledge.  It changes the game.It doesn’t replace the human conversations you need to have with your colleagues – and it doesn’t tell you what to do about what you have found.  However, when it comes time to have those conversations and to make decisions, you have “the right information” – in context – and you get it quickly – and the technology keeps you up to date every day.Note importance of 360° summary – not just for business people, but also for scientists in the new pharma world.Something about the fact that these views and connections are not painstakingly crafted for each new therapeutic area. Armed with the domain knowledge, our tools can do most of the construction automatically.
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Uncovering Relationships
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Expertise Network – Composite View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a final example, let’s press a little more on people and expertise.Yesterday, we had a good discussion of Social Network Analysis over lunch and I was interested to learn how a number of you are using these techniques that have become well known over the past years. Indeed, so well known that they may have reached the peak of inflated expectations of the Gartner hype cycle!Let’s imagine that you are a manager at a small biotechnology company and you are thinking about �launching a new initiative in an area you do not yet know well.So, armed with your technology and its onboard domain knowledge, you set out to find the experts.�A quick search reveals this graph.The nodes in the graph represent people who have either published papers in the area of interest or have written patents.The nodes are colored according to the companies or universities for which the people work. You can see that most groups who publish together work for the same organization, but there are a few crossovers.The size of the nodes is related to the number of papers or patents the person has been involved with.The lines show people who have co-authored papers or patents with each other … and the thickness indicates how many.So, you quickly get an idea of who the key companies and people are. It’s of course not complete, but a good start. If you want to set up collaborations, either with people or with companies, you know where to begin.There is much room for improvement here, but again the idea is to see what a difference domain knowledge can make. In this case, our “knowledge hub” knows where to look and how to look. It also knows how to summarize the results for this particular type of “social network.”
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Expertise Network – Key Authors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also be more specific in your analysis. For example, this graph focuses on papers and only shows the people who have been first authors.
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Expertise Network – Patents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or perhaps you are interested only in those who have written patents – shown in this graph.
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Onboard Domain Knowledge
– Software that knows the domain

• Portal
– Ontology for precise search, publishing, content management, …
– Structured display – highlighting relationships – 360 perspective

• Intelligence and News / Data Feeds
– Knowing what to look for, where to look, how to make queries, …

• Expertise Locator
– Skills taxonomy, knowing where to look, relationships, …

• Data Management & Mining
– Coupled with precise search

• Applications – Analytics, Data Interpretation
– Knowledge Appliances – transforming data into “decision ready” knowledge

• Workflows
– Presenting the right information at every step

• Collaboration
– “in context” – with structured annotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now having seen some examples, let’s summarize the possible insertion points – where onboard domain knowledge changes the game. The simple observation is that opportunities exist in all parts of the “knowledge environment.”Part of our story is that domain knowledge is being added to applications ranging from simulation to ERP to business intelligence to CRM … often under the guise of “business rules”, but this is not much talked about in the KM community. Yet, it can make a big difference.Knowledge Appliances … solve a particular problem, or make connections I can’t make alone, or sort through all information and give me only what is needed in the context of a particular “problem” – line of investigation – context.Content management systems and search engines may include a taxonomy or attempt to infer one from a training set of content.  Similarly, expert locator and CoP systems attempt to connect people by mining content (documents and e-mail).Domain-specific indexing is a form of structuring that permits highly-targeted search, high-quality mining and analytics. The more you know about a domain, the more targeted the search you can support in a Self Service+ environment. Using the “right information to the right people at the right time” KM mantra, this indexing pushes especially hard on “the right information” dimension.Portal – Example: Medstory Breast Cancer Information Exchange Search. Antifungals Hub search – a Mining key information hidden inside Web databases –  the 'deep Web'. We can't get this information with traditional search engines that can only see the web pages that make up the 'surface Web'. Example: Medstory Compound Search Results Page. All information is searchable, including our notes. Because the system has built-in knowledge of our domain, we can find just the information we need.News / Data Feeds – Real-time synthesis of complex information from diverse sources. Mining and structuring business, medical and scientific dataNote also the relationship between “Intelligence” and “News / Data Feeds”. Note also the “sensor” or early warning radar aspect of both.Real-time information to our desktops in an integrated 360 view that includes technical, clinical, business and patent perspectives. We stay up to date and can see how our individual work fits into the overall context of our team's activities. We can also add our own working notes to share our insights and knowledge.Expertise Locator – Skills taxonomy coupled with knowledge of sources & Social Network Analysis toolsReporting – Knowing the KPIs for a particular industry role and how to extract them from the relevant databasesData Management & Mining – Example: ASCO BCIEApplications – Analytics, Data Interpretation – Transforming data into “decision ready” knowledge and delivering directly to decision makersWorkflow – Find and present the right documents at every stepCollaboration – “In Context” – with structured annotation – Example: Medstory MailDomain models support inferencing (domain model inferencing)For example, going from drug to drug class, from drug to target to others drugs that leverage/attack the same target, from drug to pathway. Use the above in patent search and in ADR warnings.For example, synonyms for drug names or the names of the compounds by which the drugs were known in development plus derivatives. BCIE “camptothecin” example.
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What to do next?

• Knowledge Management Services outsourcing
– Focus on the value-creating activities

• Technology with onboard domain knowledge
– Change the rules of the game

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well – We have by now taken a long journey to show two possible and complementary paths forward for knowledge management. Knowledge Management Services outsourcing: Optimize according to the current rules of the game Technology with onboard domain knowledge: Change the rules of the gameThe ordering of the two paths was done on purpose.  We can see a trend in business process management and organizational structure – not just in KM.  The trend goes as follows: in-house operation is replaced by outsourcing is replaced by offshore  outsourcing is replaced by automation.  One moves from in-house operation to outsourcing to reduce cost, focus management attention (and maybe to improve performance).Cost reduction, risk mitigation, flexibility increase (better load management by being able to count with spare capacity on demand); strategic alliances with partners with very specific knowledge (e.g., SAP global partners), business transformation (by transferring the headcount and capital needed to run development, integration, maintenance elsewhere, you gain in agility to change your business direction). One moves from outsourcing to offshoring to reduce cost. These days the progression is often direct from in-house operation to offshore outsourcing. Indeed it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between outsourcing and offshoring, despite what the Outsourcing Institute says. (cf This week’s Shell outsourcing deal with Wipro and IBM. Wipro is almost entirely in India and IBM also has a substantial, and growing resource in south Asia.) One moves from offshore outsourcing -> automation to improve performance and further reduce cost.Note that some organizations revert at some of the stage. For example, an outsourced business process is brought back in-house or an offshored process is brought back onshore. Reasons vary from problems with performance (e.g., Dell customer service) to politics. However, it is rare for an automated process to revert to a manual process From the point of view of "power", automation (i.e., technology) trumps everything else from a cost and performance point of view ... if it can be achieved.To summarize,Outsourcing helps you optimize the way you play the game according to the current rules – and focus on value-creating activities.Technology with onboard domain knowledge changes the rules of the game and redefines the scale and form of human association and action.Background notesGuille: The next step in the sequence is the "networked enterprise", in the sense that, paraphrasing Sun, "the network is the enterprise". It is happening everywhere.  What I said before about gaining in agility is not happening just in IT related services. It started two decades ago in the automotive industry with the transformation of the supply chains (now networks). And, by the way, that will bring KM to the center of the game.Reid: Think Hollywood. Companies are formed to make a single movie. These companies in turn put together a federation of many other companies. We think the same thing is happening in pharma and biotech; i.e., companies formed to pursue a single lead. The company winds up operations after selling its result to another company, that will further develop, market and sell the result.Reid: Note that as a general rule, NO technology will take off by itself. Many things must come together to achieve success. Change management is at the top of my list.
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